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Bicycle FTW! (Leaflet)

Historical Note

This leaflet was published in 2010 by Planodio Steki Dromou (Πλανόδιο Στέκι Δρόμου) in Lefkosia.

Content

Bicycle FTW!

A bicycle, for distances up to 13 kilometers, is faster than a car. (a research of the association
‘Friends of the Bicycle’, Athens)

It does not pollute the environment with gas emissions or noise pollution.
Its manufacturing demands only a small number of raw materials and it only consumes
renewable fuel (food).
It’s economical as it is cheap and needs minimal maintenance.
It trains the circulatory – respiratory system, the legs, the abdominal muscles and the triceps.
It does not get caught in traffic jams.
It parks anywhere
With the bicycle you can enjoy the countryside, the wind, the shade, the smells of nature, things
you do not experience when shut inside your car.
You can modify the appearance of your bike whenever you like, easily and with nominal cost
Bicycles add to the city’s vibes and appearance.
A bicycle enables you to have an immediate contact with the crowd, to communicate and flirt,
to experience the power of freedom!
Liberate yourself from exhaust gases and fumes!

Escape traffic!

Stop contributing to global warming!

Arouse the biker inside you!

Planodio Steki Dromou steki-dromou.blogspot.com
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